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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to present two modal identification methods that extract dynamic characteristics from output-only data sets
collected by a low-cost and rapid-to-deploy wireless structural monitoring system installed upon a long-span cable-stayed bridge. Specifically, an
extensive program of full-scale ambient vibration testing has been conducted to measure the dynamic response of the 240 m Gi-Lu cable-stayed
bridge located in Nantou County, Taiwan. Two different output-only identification methods are used to analyze the set of ambient vibration data:
the stochastic subspace identification method (SSI) and the frequency domain decomposition method (FDD). A total of 10 modal frequencies and
their associated mode shapes are identified from the dynamic interaction between the bridge’s cables and deck vibrations within the frequency
range of 0–7 Hz. The majority of the modal frequencies observed from recording cable vibrations are also found to be associated with the deck
vibrations, implying considerable interaction between the deck and cables.
c 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Frequency domain decomposition; Stochastic subspace identification; Wireless structural monitoring; Cable-stayed bridge

1. Introduction
A major engineering challenge associated with cablesupported bridges is complete characterization of the dynamic
response of the bridge when loaded by traffic, wind and earthquakes. Accurate analysis of both the aerodynamic stability and
the earthquake response of cable-stayed bridges often requires
knowledge of the structure’s dynamic characteristics, including modal frequencies, mode shapes and modal damping ratios.
Conducting full-scale dynamic testing is regarded as one of the
most reliable experimental methods available for assessing actual dynamic properties of these complex bridge structures [1].
Such tests serve to complement and enhance the development
of analytical techniques and models that are integral to analysis of the structure over its operational life. During the past two
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decades, many researchers have conducted full-scale dynamic
tests on suspension bridges including forced-vibration testing;
however, there is comparatively less information available on
full-scale dynamic testing of cable-stayed bridges. Typical examples of full-scale dynamic tests on bridges are provided in
the References [1–4].
A simpler method for the determination of the dynamic
characteristics of structures is through the use of ambient
vibration measurements. In output-only characterization, the
ambient response of a structure is recorded during ambient
influence (i.e. without artificial excitation) by means of
highly-sensitive velocity or acceleration sensing transducers.
The concurrent development of novel sensing technologies
(e.g., MEMS sensors, wireless sensors) and high-speed
computing and communication technologies currently allow
the engineering community to measure and evaluate ambient
structural vibrations quickly and accurately. For example,
wireless sensors represent an integration of novel sensing
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Fig. 1a. Front view and top view of the Gi-Lu cable-stayed bridge. Locations of velocity meter-wireless sensor pairs installed (in vertical and transverse directions,
for Test 1 and Test 2, respectively) along the bridge deck for the ambient vibration survey.

Fig. 1b. Installation location of the wireless sensors during Test 3; velocity meters are installed to record the ambient response of the deck and cables simultaneously.

Fig. 2. Overview of the hardware design of a wireless sensor prototype for structural monitoring applications [10].

transducers with computational and wireless communication
elements. Officials responsible for ensuring the long-term
performance and safety of bridges depend upon empirically
derived vibration characteristics to update analytical bridge
models so that the chronological change of bridge load-bearing

capacity can be tracked. As such, bridge officials direly need an
economical means of rapidly deploying sensors on a bridge to
collect ambient response data from which modal information
can be extracted; wireless sensors represent a transformative
technology that uniquely meets these needs.
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Fig. 3. State diagram detailing time-synchronized communication between
wireless sensing units and the data server.

The use of wireless communications in lieu of wires within a
structural monitoring system was initially proposed by Straser
and Kiremidjian [5] as a means of reducing installation costs
in large-scale civil structures. In addition, their work illustrated
the freedom a wireless system infrastructure provides including
rapid and reconfigurable installations. Recently, Lynch et al. has
extended their work to include computational microcontrollers
in the hardware design of wireless sensors so that various
system identification and damage detection algorithms can be
embedded for local execution by the sensor [6–8]. To date, a
handful of bridges and buildings have been instrumented with
wireless monitoring systems including the Alamosa Canyon
Bridge (New Mexico), Geumdang Bridge (Korea), WuYuan
Bridge (China), Voigt Bridge (California) and a historic theater
in Detroit, Michigan [9]. These extensive field studies attest to
the accuracy and reliability of wireless sensors in traditional
structural monitoring applications.
The purpose of this study is to employ a rapid-to-deploy
wireless structural monitoring system prototyped by Wang,
et al. [10] for monitoring long-span bridges during ambient
excitation conditions. Towards this end, this study will focus
on the experimental determination of the dynamic properties
of the newly retrofitted Gi-Lu cable-stayed bridge (Nantou
County, Taiwan) using ambient vibration responses recorded
by a wireless structural monitoring system. The wireless
monitoring system consists of a distributed network of wireless
sensors in direct communication with a high-performance
data repository where data is stored and analyzed. To extract
the bridge modal characteristics, both the frequency domain
decomposition (FDD) and stochastic subspace identification
(SSI) methods were embedded in the central repository to
autonomously identify the dynamic properties of the bridge.
The paper concludes with a discussion on the results obtained
using the wireless monitoring system, including observation of
the interaction between cable and deck vibrations.
2. Ambient vibration measurements
The cable-stayed bridge selected for this study is the GiLu Bridge, located in Nantou County, Taiwan. This bridge

is a modern pre-stressed concrete cable-stayed bridge which
crosses the Juosheui River. The bridge has a single pylon (with
a 58 m height above the deck) and two rows of harped cables
(68 cables in total) on each side. The bridge deck consists of a
box girder section 2.75 m deep and 24 m wide and is rigidly
connected to the pylon; the deck spans 120 m on each side of
the pylon. On September 21, 1999, during the final construction
stages of the Gi-Lu Bridge, a significant earthquake (Chi-Chi
Earthquake) with M L = 7.3 struck the central part of Taiwan.
Only three kilometers away from the epicenter, Gi-Lu Bridge
was subjected to very strong ground motions resulting in the
damage of several of the bridge’s critical structural elements.
Reconstruction work undertaken to repair the bridge damage
was completed at the end of 2004. At that time, the bridge
owner elected to develop an experimentally-calibrated finite
element model of the bridge so that bridge safety could be
verified over the bridge operational lifespan. To accurately
calibrate the model, an ambient vibration survey was conducted
to extract the modal characteristics of the bridge. Subsequent
model updating was done to minimize the difference between
the modal characteristics (e.g. modal frequencies and mode
shapes) of the model and those experimentally found.
Instrumentation and data acquisition: To ensure a quick and
low-cost means of collecting the dynamic response of the
Gi-Lu bridge under ambient excitation conditions, a lowcost wireless monitoring system is used. The instrumentation
installed in the bridge consisted of the following components:
(1) Wireless sensors: twelve wireless sensors each containing
a four-channel sensor interface with high-resolution analogto-digital conversion are used; (2) Transducers: interfaced
to each wireless sensor node is a highly-sensitive Tokyo
Sokushin VSE-15 velocity meter whose sensitivity constant
is 0.25 V/kine (where 1 kine is equal to 1 cm/s); (3) Data
repository computer: one high-performance laptop computer
with a wireless modem serves as the core of the system
responsible for triggering the system, archiving recorded
response data, and autonomously extracting the bridge modal
characteristics.
Due to the limited number of sensing nodes available
(only 12 wireless sensor-velocity meter pairs), the wireless
monitoring system is reconfigured during testing to achieve
three different test configurations: (1) Test 1: Ten wireless
sensor-velocity meter pairs are installed along the bridge deck
to record its vertical vibration at locations denoted as V01
through V10 as shown in Fig. 1a; (2) Test 2: The ten wireless
sensor-velocity meter pairs used during Test 1 are reoriented to
record the deck’s transverse vibration (denoted as H01 through
H10 in Fig. 1a); (3) Test 3: All twelve wireless sensors are
installed on one side of the bridge to simultaneously record
the cables and deck vibrations at sensor location T01 through
T12 (Fig. 1b). Data was sampled at 100 points per second
on each channel to provide good waveform definition. The
analog voltage output of the velocity meter was converted
to a digital signal with 16-bit resolution by each wireless
sensor. The synchronized time-histories collected by the
wireless monitoring system were wirelessly broadcasted to the
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of stochastic subspace identification (SSI) technique.

high-performance laptop computer serving as the monitoring
system’s sole data repository.
Wireless sensors for structural monitoring: A core element
of this study was to assess the capabilities of a low-cost
wireless structural monitoring system to rapidly collect the
dynamic responses of a large-scale civil infrastructure system.
A network of wireless sensing units, developed by Wang
et al. [10] were installed upon the Gi-Lu Bridge in lieu of
a traditional tethered structural monitoring system which are
known to suffer from high-costs and laborious installations. The
design of the wireless sensing unit is optimized for structural
monitoring applications and includes three major subsystems:
the sensing interface, the computational core, and the wireless
communication system. The sensing interface is responsible
for converting analog sensor outputs spanning from 0 to 5 V
on four independent channels into 16-bit digital formats. Any
sensing transducer can be interfaced to the wireless sensing unit

with accelerometers, strain gages, displacement transducers and
velocity meters all previously interfaced. The digital data is then
transferred to the computational core by a high-speed serial
peripheral interface (SPI) port. Abundant external memory
(128 kB) is associated with the computational core for local
data storage (up to 64,000 sensor data points can be stored
at one time) and analysis. For reliable communication on the
wireless channel, the Maxstream XStream wireless modem
operating on the 2.4 GHz wireless band is selected. The outdoor
communication range of the modem is up to 300 m line-ofsight which is sufficient for most large-scale civil structures.
To enhance the range and reliability of communication in
this study, directional antennas (D-link) were attached to each
sensing unit to concentrate the energy associated with the
wireless transmission in a concentrated beam pointed towards
the central data repository. In summary, the hardware profile
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Fig. 5. Plot of the singular value quantity as a function of the singular value
index.

units and the data repository [10]. The protocol also is responsible for ensure the independent clocks associated with each
wireless sensor is accurately time synchronized with the centralized repository. To synchronize the system, a beacon signal
is broadcasted by the central data repository; upon receipt of
the beacon signal, each wireless sensing unit resets its internal
clock to zero and begins to collect sensor data. Upon completion of its data collection tasks, data is communicated one wireless sensing unit at a time to the repository. The repository is
required to confirm receipt of the data; should confirmation not
be received by a wireless sensing unit, it will continue to transmit its data until the data is successfully logged by the repository. This communication protocol has been shown capable of
time synchronization within 5 ms and has been shown immune
to data loss [9]. A detailed overview of the communication protocol used for time synchronization and reliable data transfer is
presented in Fig. 3.
Prior to installation in the field environment, extensive
validation testing of the wireless communication channel is
performed using the wireless prototype system installed upon a
test structure at the National Center for Research on Earthquake
Engineering (NCREE) in Taipei, Taiwan. The test structure
consists of a full-scale three story steel frame subjected to
different levels of earthquake excitation [11]. These tests
revealed the wireless monitoring system to be: (1) easy to
install, (2) accurate with wireless data identical to data collected
from a tethered data acquisition system, (3) time synchronized
within 5 ms, and (4) is highly reliable with no data loss in the
wireless channel.
To successfully integrate the velocity meters with wireless
sensing units, a signal converter is needed to modulate the
output of the velocity meter (whose output spans ±10 V)
upon the allowable 0–5 V range of the sensing interface. The
signal converter is designed as a stand-alone circuit that is
placed between the velocity meter’s output and the input of the
wireless sensor. The converter circuitry mean shifts the velocity
meter output (with 0 V mean) to 2.5 V without distortion to
the signal. Provided ambient structural responses are being
recorded, de-amplification of the velocity meter output is
unnecessary for this study.
3. Stochastic subspace identification versus frequency
domain decomposition

Fig. 6. Relationship between the estimated modal parameters, natural
frequency (a) and damping ratio (b), and the number of block rows “i”. The
sensitivity of the modal frequencies (a) and damping coefficients (b) can be
identified with respect to “i”.

of the wireless sensing unit used in this study is presented in
Fig. 2.
Embedded within each wireless sensing unit’s computational core is software that automates operation in the field. A
core element of the embedded software is a reliable communication protocol for the transfer of data between wireless sensing

By using wireless sensing units, the ambient vibration
response of a bridge structure can be collected with ease and
convenience. To extract modal information from the outputonly data set generated by a wireless monitoring system,
output-only system identification techniques can be applied. In
this study, the stochastic subspace identification (SSI) method,
as originally presented by Van Overschee and De Moor [12],
is adopted to identify a stochastic state space model of the
Gi-Lu bridge using output-only measurements recorded by the
wireless monitoring system. An extension of the original SSI
method that does not require output covariance was proposed
by Peeters and de Roeck [13] as the reference-based SSI
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Fig. 7. Recorded ambient vibration signals (velocity) at sensor location T03, T08, T10 and T12 (Fig. 1b) (during Test-3).

method. Interested readers are referenced to [14]; a brief
summary of the method is presented herein:
Stochastic subspace identification: Consider a discrete-time
stochastic state-space model:
s
xk+1
= Axks + wk

(1)

yks = C xks + vk

where the superscript “s” denoting “stochastic” since the
system is assumed to be excited by a stochastic component
(i.e. broad-band noise). The SSI method is used to identify
the system matrices, A and C, from the system output
measurements, yks (i.e. ambient vibration measurements). Fig. 4
presents the detail procedure for identification of the system
matrix, A, by the SSI method:
1. Using output measurement data, the Hankel matrix, Y s , can
be constructed:
 ys
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where i is a user-defined index and must be larger than the
order, n, of the system. Since there are only l degrees-offreedom measured, (in this study, l = 10 or 12 depending upon
whether 10 or 12 measurement locations are used in the three
test setups), the output vector yks must contain l rows and the
matrix Y s must contain 2li rows. Here, j corresponds to the
number of columns of the Hankel matrix. To ensure all of the
r time samples of the output vector yks populate the Hankel
matrix, the number j can be equal to r − 2i + 1. According
to the expression of Eq. (2), the Hankel matrix is divided into
the past, Y ps ∈ Rli× j , and the future, Y sf ∈ Rli× j , parts. For
the reference-based stochastic subspace identification method,
the Hankel matrix plays a critically important role in the SSI
algorithm.
2. Row space projections:
The orthogonal projection of the row space of the matrix
Y sf ∈ Rli× j on the row space of the matrix Y ps ∈ Rli× j is
defined as Y sf /Y ps which can be calculated by the following
formula:
Y sf /Y ps ≡ Y sf Y psT (Y ps Y psT )Ď Y ps = Ois ∈ Rli× j

(3)

where “/” denotes the projection operator, T denotes the
transpose operator and Ď denotes the pseudo-inverse operator.
The projection operator can also be computed quickly by
using QR-decomposition [13]. QR-decomposition of the block
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Hankel matrix (H = R Q T ) results in a reduction of
the computational complexity and memory requirements of
the SSI implementation by projecting the row space of
future outputs into the row space of the past reference
outputs. Orthogonal projection relates the Hankel matrix to the
observability matrix; hence, the observability matrix can be
estimated by factoring the orthogonal projection of the Hankel
matrix.
3. Singular value decomposition (SVD) of the orthogonal
projection:
In linear algebra, SVD is an important factorization tool
used for rectangular real or complex matrices. SVD is used to
decompose the orthogonal projection of the Hankel matrix:
 T

 S1 0
V1
s
T
≈ U1 S1 V1T . (4)
Oi = U SV = U1 U2
0 S2
V2T
The matrix U ∈ Rli×li contains a set of orthonormal
“output” basis vector directions for Ois while V ∈ R j× j
contains a set of orthonormal “input” basis vector directions
for Ois . The matrix S ∈ Rli× j contains singular values of the
decomposition along its diagonal; here, S is block separated
into two parts S1 and S2 . The smallest singular values in the
matrix S are grouped as S2 ∈ R(li−n)×( j−n) and are neglected.
In contrast, the largest set of singular values, S1 , dominate the
system and provide a means of assessing the system order.
The order, n, is the number of dominant singular values where
S1 ∈ R nxn . Thus a reduced version of the SVD is described
by the matrices U1 ∈ Rli×n , S1 ∈ Rn×n and V1 ∈ R j×n . A
reduced SVD helps to catch the principle components of the
system and reduce noise effects.
4. Calculate the extended observability matrix, Γi :
1/2

Γi = U1 S1 .

(5)

Since the dimension of Γi in Eq. (5) is li × n, it can
be extracted from the reduced order SVD of the orthogonal
projection as described above. The extended observability
matrix Γi is defined as:


C
 CA 


2 
li×n
Γi ≡ 
(6)
CA  ∈ R
 ··· 
C Ai−1
which contains information on the system matrix, A.
5. Calculate the system parameter matrices A and C from Γi :
Ď

A = Γ i Γ̄i

(7)

where Γ i ∈ Rl(i−1)×n denotes Γi without the last l rows and
Γ̄i ∈ Rl(i−1)×n denotes Γi without the first l rows. The matrix
C can be determined from the first l rows of Γi as shown in Eq.
(6).
6. Calculate the eigenvalues, λ N , and eigenvectors, φλ N ∈
Rn×1 , of A:
det(A − λ N I ) = 0,

(A − λ N I ) φλ N = 0.

(8)

Table 1
Identified natural frequencies from Test-1 and Test-3 using SSI method
Test1a
Freq.
(Hz)

Test3a
Freq.
(Hz)

R-13
Cableb
Dominant
freq. (Hz)

R-27
Cableb
Dominant
freq. (Hz)

Note

0.595
0.985

0.600
0.975
1.019

0.600
0.980
–

0.578
0.980
1.020

1.544

1.462
1.539
1.809

–
1.540
1.806

1.540

1.853
2.093

1.871
2.029

1.860
–

1.860
2.027

3.158
4.785
4.850
6.639

–
–
–

3.607
5.413
7.227

3.033
4.053
5.080

1st vertical model freq.
2nd vertical model freq.
R-27 Cable 1st vibration
freq.
Torsion model freq.
3rd vertical model freq.
R-13 cable 1st vibration
freq.
4th vertical model freq.
5th vertical model freq.
R-27 cable 2nd model
freq.
–
–
–

The dominant frequencies of cables R-13 and R-27 are also shown.
a Identified using stochastic subspace identification method.
b Identified directly from the Fourier analysis of measurements.

It should be noted that the eigenvalues of A occur in complex
conjugated pairs and the subscript “N ” denotes the number of
these pairs.
7. Determine the frequency ω N and damping coefficient ξ N from λ N :
ωN =

|b N |
ξN = q
a 2N + b2N

aN
(rad/s),
2π ∆t

(9)

where
Im (λ N )
a N = arctan
Re (λ N )




,

b N = ln(λ N ).

(10)

8. Determine mode shape Φ N (with corresponding frequency ω N ) from C and φλ N :
Φ N = Cφ N .

(11)

The elements in the vector, Φ N , are always complex
numbers in practice. It can be imagined that the absolute value
of the complex number is interpreted as the amplitude and the
argument as the phase of a sine wave at a given frequency, ω N .
In the SSI method, first, the output data collected from the
ambient vibration survey is arranged to form the Hankel matrix.
Second, the projection theorem is introduced to establish the
relation between the extended observability matrix and the
matrix corresponding to the orthogonal projection. Finally, the
SVD algorithm is used to determine the system matrix, A, from
which the dynamic characteristics (Φ N , ω N , ξ N ) of the system
can be identified.
Frequency domain decomposition (FDD) method: A second
modal estimation method is adopted in this study termed the
frequency domain decomposition (FDD) method [15]. In this
identification method, the first step is to estimate the power
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Fig. 8a. Comparison of the identified bridge deck vertical mode shapes by using the reference-based stochastic subspace identification and frequency domain
decomposition methods.

spectral density (PSD) matrix from the measurements and then
decomposed at ω = ωi by taking the SVD of the matrix:

4. Analysis of bridge ambient vibration data: Dynamic
properties of the deck and cables

Ĝ yy ( jωi ) = Ui Si UiT

Using the reference-based stochastic subspace identification
method described above, the dynamic characteristics of the
Gi-Lu cable-stayed bridge are accurately identified from the
wireless sensor data collected during field study. Results
obtained from the wireless monitoring system and application
of the SSI method are highlighted below:
1. Data analysis using all output measurements from the deck
simultaneously:
Integral to implementation of the SSI method are two
parameters that need to be determined a priori. The first is
the number of block rows, i, and the second is the appropriate
order, n, of the system. Both parameters directly influence the
structure of the stochastic output Hankel matrix Y s as it is
constructed from the output data sequences according to i; a
reduced version of the Hankel matrix obtained by SVD is also
determined according to the order, n. The influence of both
parameters on the corresponding system identification results

(12)

where the matrix Ui = [u i1 , u i2 , . . . , u im ] is a matrix holding
the singular vectors u i j , and Si is a diagonal matrix holding
the scalar singular values si j . If only the kth mode is present
at the selected frequency, ωi , then there will be only one
singular value in Eq. (12). Thus, the first singular vector u i1
would then serve as an estimate of the kth mode shape, φ̂ =
u i1 . To implement the FDD method, some prior knowledge
of the modal frequencies is required; traditional peak-picking
methods can be adopted using the frequency response function
of the system calculated for each system output. An advantage
of the FDD method is that if two modes are closely spaced and
can be identified previously (e.g. using the aforementioned SSI
method), they can be identified based upon multiple singular
values presented at a selected frequency.
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Table 2
Comparison between the identified deck vibration natural frequencies and
numerical model frequencies from simulation

Fig. 8b. Comparison of the identified bridge deck mode shapes in the transverse
direction by using the reference-based stochastic subspace identification and
frequency domain decomposition methods.

can be explained by the number of block rows, i, affecting the
precision of the SSI method while n corresponds to the number
of structural modes contained by the SSI model. In this study,
we start with determining n by giving a fixed value of i while j
is varied. In other words, the number of data points, r (equal to
2i + j − 1), contained in the output vector, yks , varies in tandem
with the value of j selected.
For illustration, a simple case is used to demonstrate how the
system order is determined. Consider the case where only the
vertical response of the bridge deck is measured from the 10
wireless sensing units. Fig. 5 plots the quantity of each singular
value resulting from the decomposition of the projection of the
past on the future outputs of the Hankel matrix as a function
of the number of block columns j. It is clear that the singular
values rapidly diminish with the singular values stabilizing to
a small value at the 22th singular value (s22 = 0.0235). As a
result of this qualitative observation, the order of the system
is determined as n = 22. With the system order determined,
the analysis returns to determine the number of block rows
i using a fixed number of sampled data points, r = 5000.
To assess if a suitable number of block rows is selected, the
sensitivity of the modal frequencies and damping coefficients
are compared as a function of i. Fig. 6 plots the identified modal
frequency and damping coefficient of the first four modes as a
function of i. The variability of the modal frequencies looks
small but the modal damping coefficients are uncertain and
illegitimate when a small number i is used. This figure also
proves the hypothesis that i is closely related to the precision of
SSI method. Considering the modal frequencies and damping
coefficients determined for the vertical response of the bridge
deck, the number of block rows is selected as 110 for this case
(r = 5000). Furthermore, it should be noticed that the system
order n is directly linked to the number of modes contained

Analytical mode

1st
mode

31th
mode

64th
mode

102th
mode

115th
mode

Model frequency (Hz)
Identified mode (from
Ambient Data)
Model frequency (Hz)

0.5148
1st
mode
0.595

1.0505
2nd
mode
0.985

1.4457
3rd
mode
1.544

1.8940
4st
mode
1.853

2.0378
5th
mode
2.093

in the SSI model. In general, the number of true structural
modes identified will not exceed half the number of modes
contained in the SSI model. As a result, it is important to note
that selection of an unwarranted large system order without
examination on regulation will increase the number of modes
but result in many unreliable “noise” modes.
Fig. 7 shows typical velocity time histories recorded on
the Gi-Lu bridge deck and cables during ambient excitation
(recorded during Test 3). Using time history data collected
during Test 1 and 3, the modal frequencies of the bridge
determined by the high-performance data repository executing
the reference-based SSI method are tabulated in Table 1. In
addition, the first ten bridge deck mode shapes determined by
the SSI method during Test 1 are shown in Fig. 8a. Using the
FDD method (using the specific frequency identified from the
SSI method), a second set of identified mode shapes of the
bridge are determined and plotted on the same figure (Fig. 8a)
for comparison. The estimated mode shapes of the bridge deck
using both methods are consistent. Using the time history data
collected during Test 2, the identified mode shapes of the bridge
deck in the transverse direction are also shown in Fig. 8b.
Again, excellent agreement between SSI- and FDD-derived
mode shapes is evident.
2. Data analysis from the interaction between deck and cable
vibration:
The SSI method is also applied to the data collected during
the Test 3 setup. The identified dominant frequencies from
this data set are tabulated in Table 1. After data has been
collected, Fourier analysis is applied on the same data set offline. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) plot the Fourier amplitude spectra
of both the horizontal and vertical ambient vibration of the two
instrumented bridge cables (R13 is a short cable and R27 is
a long cable). From the Fourier amplitude spectrum of cable
vibration data, there are several dominant frequencies in the
lower frequency range which belong to the deck vibration
modes and not the cable itself. This can be better observed from
Fig. 8(c) where the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the cable
vibration data and the deck vibration data are plotted on the
same graph. By comparing the identified dominant frequencies
using the SSI and off-line Fourier methods, one can clearly
observe that the close interaction between the deck and cable
vibrations, particularly in the lower frequency range (0–2 Hz).
3. Model updating of a finite element model of the Gi-Lu
Bridge:
Motivation of the use of a wireless monitoring system is
its ability to be rapidly deployed by bridge owners for lowcost yet accurate assessment of bridge modal properties. Such
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Fig. 9. The Fourier amplitude spectrum of cable vertical and horizontal vibration data (Fig. 9(a) for cable R-27 and Fig. 9(b) for cable R-13). The number in the box
is the identified dominant frequency of cable. Comparison on the Fourier amplitude spectrum of cable vibration and deck vertical vibration is shown in Fig. 9(c).

properties are integral to updating finite element models used
by engineers to assess the condition of the structure over
its operational life. Toward this end, an analytical model of
the Gi-Lu Bridge had been developed using a MATLABbased computer program [16]. The code includes the use of
traditional beam elements for the bridge structure and nonlinear
beam elements to represent cables with sag and pre-tension
forces. After updating the analytical model, the first calculated
fundamental frequency of the bridge model is 0.5148 Hz which
corresponds to the deck’s first vertical vibration mode. Table 2
shows the comparison between the identified deck vibration
frequencies using ambient vibration data collected during field
study and the numerical results of the updated model. Excellent

results are obtained with good agreement evident between the
numerical model and the test data.
5. Conclusions
The purpose of this paper is to conduct an ambient
vibration survey of a long-span cable-stayed bridge and to
develop a systematic method for the extraction of the dynamic
characteristics of the bridge using data collected by a novel
wireless monitoring system. The following conclusions are
drawn from the full-scale measurements made on the Gi-Lu
Bridge:
1. The wireless sensing units were used in lieu of more
costly tethered data acquisition systems. Less effort and
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man-power were required during the installation of the
wireless monitoring system rendering it as ideally suited
for rapid short-term field studies. Because the wireless
communication range in the open field can reach up to 300
m, it was possible to successfully collect data from at least 10
sensors (in this study) simultaneously with a sampling rate
of 100 Hz. During data collection, the wireless monitoring
system experienced no data loss as a result of a highly-robust
communication protocol.
The measurement of structural response to ambient levels
of wind and traffic has proved to be an effective means
of identifying the dynamic properties of a full-scale
cable-stayed bridge. The dynamic properties that have
been identified from these measured responses are modal
frequencies, mode shapes and estimates of modal damping
ratios.
To autonomously extract the dynamic characteristics of
the bridge from structural response time histories, two
different approaches were used: the SSI method and the
FDD method. Detail description on the time domain
dynamic characteristic identification using multiple output
identification (SSI method) can extract the mode shape
directly. The SSI method can provide a good estimation of
the number of modes observed in the structure based on
singular values of the Hankel matrix projection. On the other
hand, the FDD method can only be applied in the frequency
domain if the dominant frequencies are determined
a priori.
The results of this test have provided conclusive evidence of
the complex dynamic behavior of the bridge. The dynamic
response of the cable-stayed bridge is characterized by
the presence of many closely spaced, coupled modes. The
analytical results of this cable-stayed bridge had been
studied before [16]. For most modes, the analytical and the
experimental modal frequencies and mode shapes compare
quite well. Based on the analysis of ambient vibration
data, it is evident that the vertical vibration of the bridge
deck is tightly coupled with the cable vibrations within the
frequency range of 0–3 Hz.
In order to identify the coupling effect between the bridge
deck and cables, different instrumentation architectures
are adopted (specifically, Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 in
this study). The stochastic subspace identification method
provides a very effective way to identify the mode
shapes of the structure through the spatially distributed
sensors. It can compress the data while preserving vibration
information and also eliminate uncorrelated noise. Through
a comparison of the results corresponding to different test
setups, separation of dominant frequencies between the
bridge deck and cable can be easily identified. As for the
damping ratio estimation, the first vibration mode of the
deck had a damping ratio of 2.5% on average (depends
upon the different sensor locations); the damping values for
higher modes are less than 1.0%. More detailed study on

the estimation of accurate damping ratios is needed in future
research.
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